Welcome to the Boston College Law School community! We look forward to meeting and working with you this fall. As you plan for your first year of legal studies, we wanted to provide some information that may help you with your law school computing needs.

Administrative and Technology Resources (ATR) is the department within the Law Library that provides technology and computing support. Attached is a document that ATR prepared to address some questions that you may have concerning the use of technology at BC Law. If you have any additional questions, please contact ATR directly via email at atrinbox@bc.edu, or by phone at 617-552-2604.

BC Law students depend on technology as an academic and administrative communication tool; they use technology to conduct research, register for classes, and take class notes. Students also have the option of taking exams on personal laptops. We strongly recommend that you own a personal laptop capable of accessing the Internet.

The Law Library helps to provide access to and support for the technology you need to be a successful student. Our building houses a number of computing, scanning, and printing resources for members of the Law School community. We offer an in-house Student Computing Help Center. In addition, all study carrels in the law library are equipped with power and data outlets, library study tables are equipped with power outlets. All seats in the classrooms in the East Wing and seats in the larger classrooms in Stuart House are equipped with power outlets to accommodate laptop users. We also help to maintain the wireless network that is in use throughout the law school.

Please be assured that we are here to help you with your library, research, and technology needs. Have a wonderful summer; we look forward to seeing you this fall.